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He travels with a tape measure for recording seat size and legroom.

He has a freakish attachment to hotel-branded pens.

And he hasn’t simply read airlines’ contract of carriage, which is part of each ticket you buy.
He’s committed some parts to memory.

He’s Scott McCartney, your Middle Seat
columnist, the one who brings you weekly
guidance on surviving the challenges of modern
travel and getting the most out of your flying and
hotel experiences. Traveling with him is, well, like
arguing about basketball with Charles Barkley. As
Mrs. Middle Seat, I know.

Consider that contract of carriage. Woe to the
gate agent who denies him a hotel room when the
evening plane is canceled for mechanical reasons.
Or to the airline employee who decided his world-
traveler roller bag was suddenly too big. Or to the
flight attendant who confiscated our unopened
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water—purchased inside security—just before a 12-hour flight.

He stews. He steams up. He cites the rules, chapter and verse. They don’t know him—federal
regulations require that he use his first name, which is not Scott. So to the folks on the other
side, he’s just another irate know-it-all.

My job: Remind him that he has a power greater than indignation.

“Don’t argue,” I tell him. “Just write about it.”

And for your sake, he usually does.

Most of us see the frustrations that go with travel as the price we pay to get somewhere else. I
personally dislike airports. The noise! The crowds! The $4 water!

But Mr. Middle Seat adores them the way some people adore golf courses. He’s seen the baggage
conveyors, the VIP rooms, the chapels and the control towers. On many business trips, he never

Scott favors exit-row seats for the extra legroom, but Karen �inds those seats uncomfortable. It’s a perennial issue for the
travelers, but legroom wins. PHOTO: KAREN BLUMENTHAL
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leaves the airport grounds, doing his interviews in the air and in the terminal, staying at the
airport hotel and then flying somewhere else to do it all over again.

The more dysfunctional and chaotic the place, the more he loves it. Los Angeles International
and LaGuardia are at the top of his list.

Honestly, this worries me.

Since he knows the best places, he often wants to go early or stop for food after the flight when
we travel. One day, walking to a gate in Dallas, he gazed at a row of Whataburger, Chick-fil-A
and local pizzeria Campisi’s.

“I want my last meal to be at Love Field,” he said wistfully.

(Seriously, doesn’t that make you worry, too?)

When our daughters were in college, he hounded them over the weight of their luggage,
unwilling to pay extra for any additional pounds when they returned to their distant schools
after long breaks. We tried different scales, rearranging bags. The hours leading up to the flight
became fraught and stressful.

Finally, we resolved it with the best Father’s Day present ever, a hand-held device for weighing
bags.

Some of his tips and tricks are useful. He has an almost encyclopedic knowledge of each
airline’s routes and schedules. If a family member or colleague’s flight is canceled, he’ll know
several possible ways to get home. (One of them always seems to go through Charlotte.)

The McCartney family at a 2010 college graduation. Their father, the travel expert, sometimes traumatized his children over
luggage weight for trips to camp and college. PHOTO: KAREN BLUMENTHAL AND SCOTT MCCARTNEY
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He serves as the family travel agent, offering up lists of agenda options. And he’s deft at the
frequent-flier and credit-card games, which means that we can go on trips we couldn’t
otherwise take or stay at nicer hotels than we can afford.

(On the other hand, all the miles and points are in his name. I am only somewhat resentful.)

When we get to where we’re going, he’s more than gracious in letting me drag him to places I
want to go. Still, many of his rules of the road are annoying. He advises travelers to open their
air vents all the way to blast away germs that might make you sick. But too often, airplanes are
crazy cold and the blowers make it worse.

I turn off the air above me. He turns his on. Before long, I’m a shivering human Popsicle, even
with my travel hoodie. When he leaves his seat, I turn his air vent down.

Our biggest
battle is
over
boarding. I
don’t want
to use

airplane bathrooms, so I prefer to wait until near boarding time to make a final pit stop. This
drives him nuts. He wants to be ready to get on the plane when the first-class boarding group is
called.

I get that he wants to avoid the scrum over overhead bin space. But it feels unnecessary to me to
line up early, especially since he’s a master at the platinum push off, the forward maneuver that
knocks the rest of us out of line when a fancy boarding group is called. In the interest of marital
compromise, I now hit the bathroom well before boarding.

I’ve also given in to his preference for the exit row for the extra legroom. He is a tall guy, after
all. But these seats are often terribly uncomfortable. Because the tray tables must tuck into the
sides instead of folding down from the front, the seat may be unusually skinny. Some exit-row
seats don’t recline.

On the plus side, he’s taken a class in opening emergency doors. I’m sure our fellow passengers
would sleep better knowing he always sits closer to the exit.

And here’s the part that’s understood on every trip: He may be Mr. Middle Seat. But since I’m
the smaller one, I’m the one who sits in it.

Scott McCartney will return next week. Write to him at middleseat@wsj.com

Karen Blumenthal, a former Wall Street Journal reporter and editor, is a Dallas author who is
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admittedly enjoying the Southwest Airlines companion pass her husband earned through a
credit-card promotion.

Appeared in the August 1, 2019, print
edition as 'I Married The Middle
Seat.'
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Karen and Scott in Prague in 2015. That trip prompted a story about carry-on bag dimensions after British Airways declared
Scott’s well-traveled bag too big. PHOTO: KAREN BLUMENTHAL AND SCOTT MCCARTNEY
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